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QUALITY ASSURANCE IN THE ERA OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: 
CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES AND APPROACHES



The study and development of computer systems that can copy intelligent human behaviour

artificial intelligence

- oxford dictionary

is a type of machine learning model that can perform a variety of natural language processing (NLP)

tasks, including generating and classifying text, answering questions in a conversational manner and

translating text from one language to another

large language model

- techopedia
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$86,9 blm $407 bln
2022 2027

AI market size

400 million workers could be displaced because of AI AI will create 97 million jobs

97%
of business owners

believe ChatGPT will

help their business
World economic forum forbes advisor
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Days to reach 1 mln users

0 250 500 750 1 000 1 250

ChatGPT 

Instagram 

Spotify 

Dropbox 

Facebook 

Foursquare 

Twitter 

Airbnb 

Kickstarter* 

Netflix 

1,8 bln
users monthly visit

chat.openai.com
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Are LLM GPT models GPT?

A Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) is a type of language model such as those developed by OpenAI

that uses deep learning techniques to generate natural language text

General purpose technologies (GPT) are transformative technologies that have the potential to

significantly impact a wide range of industries and economic activities

fundamental shift in the way that goods and services are produced

 create new markets and industries while also disrupting / destroying existing ones

Examples: the steam engine, the computer, and the internet
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examples of AI as a general purpose technology

Finance - machine learning drives analytics and forecasting, credit assessment, fraud detection, high

frequency trading, investment strategies, foreign exchange trading

Medicine  - medical record management and assessment (eg radiograph/MRI assessment), illness

identification/symptom classification, pharmaceutical R&D

Marketing - Predictive marketing analytics, dynamic pricing, chatbots, personalized messaging

Retail  - Supply chain management, demand forecasting, personalized shopping, inventory management and

customer service

Agriculture - crop mix assessment, yield forecasts, meteorological analysis, crop cycle and supply chain

optimization 

Film - scriptwriting, planning, forecasting, casting, editing, musical scores
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Leaks or support?: real cases*

The manager cut and pasted a document about an as-yet unpublished 2023

public company strategy into ChatGPT and asked it to create a presentation;

the physician entered his patient's name and medical history and asked

ChatGPT to send a letter to the insurance company;

a lawyer added a defense strategy in the defendant's criminal complaint to

ChatGPT and asked it to work up a dialogue with the defendant's

representatives;

the prime minister of a neighboring state recently boasted that he had

written his speech for summit in ChatGPT.

*forbes.kz 07



Yes, if used at all

Yes, if submitted with no edits

an anonymous poll uploaded on https://fizzsocial.app/, 4,497 Stanford students

Did you use ChatGPT on any fall quarter final assignments or exams?1.

17% - yes 83% - no

2. If you used ChatGPT, to what extent did you use it?
Brainstorming, outlining, and forming ideas

answered multiple-choice questions with the help of ChatGPT

Submitted written material from ChatGPT with edits

Submitted written material from ChatGPT without edits

59.2%

29.1%

7.3%

5.5%

3. using ChatGPT is violation of academic honor code?
Yes, if used for more than just ideas

No

31.5%

21%

12.7%

22.7%

13%
unsure
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what's good for business may be bad for education

Research, content generation and analysis are key productivity drivers for business

But they are also the core of the education process

If these are replaced by LLM and other AI, what is left for universities?
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AI in Education - threat or opportunity?

inaccuracy of information

risks for cybersecurity

easy to plagiarize

 accessibility of information

new ecosystem of solutions

facilitating complex learning
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Enhance lessons
Teachers can use ChatGPT to translate learning objectives into engaging lesson plans, get

ideas for preparing classes, or draft new assignments or assessments

Create assessment questions
Teachers could use ChatGPT to improve assessment questions and generate multiple-choice

items

additional support to students

Teachers could use ChatGPT to cultivate student curiosity and create ideas for their

homework assignments. AI tools are particularly useful when they identify the

information used in the chats

Grading assessments / papers
ChatGPT can be used to automatically grade multiple-choice / one-answer tests; 

it can also help teachers with standards-based grading

using ai for teaching 

blogs.worldbank.org
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AN EXISTENTIAL THREAT?

AI, particularly LLM, are an existential threat to universities

Organizations based only on information provision and knowledge transfer have an uncertain

future

online quality learning (Coursera) and ‘intelligent’ LLMs like ChatGPT undermine the ‘mass higher

education’ model

future universities must focus first on developing human capacity - capacity to learn, to think

critically, to understand context and other people, to solve complex problems and collaborate

universities that cannot change will not survive

 the challenge is how to change without being only for the elite
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"students are welcome to use ChatGPT,

whether for writing their code or their

final reports. the only stipulation is

that to inform professor when they’ve

used the application and understand

that they’re still responsible for the

work..."

"it is a positive disruption. For example,

ChatGPT can give students more examples of

arguments to help them understand what

an underlying argument structure could be,

and provides an accessible, low-stakes

audience to challenge students when

learning to write..."

"a ban on the use of ChatGPT, and all other AI-

based tools, at Sciences Po. Without transparent

referencing, students are forbidden to use the

software for the production of any written work

or presentations, except for specific course

purposes, with the supervision of a course

leader..."

multiple perspectives

- Sarah R. Levine, 

assistant professor in stanford

Graduate School of Education

- Gabriel Kreiman, 

Harvard Medical School professor 

- Sergei Guriev, 

Sciences Po’s provost, email addressed

to all students and faculty 

allowed forbidden50/50
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Steer AI-and-education policy development and practices towards protecting human rights and equipping people with the values and

skills needed for sustainable development and effective human-machine collaboration in life, learning and work

Foster the human values needed to develop and apply AI

AI must be human-controlled, service-centered, and Designed in an ethical, non-discriminatory, equitable, transparent and auditable

manner. With monitoring of the impact of AI on people and society throughout the value chains

Foster corporate and civic responsibility for addressing the critical societal issues raised by AI technologies (such as fairness,

transparency, accountability, human rights, democratic values, bias, and privacy)

Ensure that people remain at the core of education

UNESCO PRINCIPLES for AI and education
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The OECD AI Principles promote use of AI that is innovative and trustworthy and that respects human rights and democratic

values. Adopted in May 2019, they set standards for AI that are practical and flexible enough to stand the test of time.

OECD AI Principles overview

Inclusive growth, sustainable

development and well-being 

Human-centred values and fairnessTransparency and explainability Robustness, security and safety

Accountability
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Independent  Integrated Thematic

Having stand-alone AI policies and

strategies, such as the EU’s ‘The Impact of

Artificial Intelligence on Learning,

Teaching, and Education’ (Tuomi, 2018),

and China’s (2017) ‘NewGeneration

Artificial Intelligence Development Plan’

Integrating the elements of AI into

existing Education or ICT policies and

strategies, such as Argentina’s ‘Aprender

Conectados’ (Ministry of Education,

Argentina, 2017)

Focusing on one specific topic relating to

AI and education, such as the EU’s General

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

China

European Union 

Malta 

Republic of Korea 

United Arab Emirates 

United States of America

Argentina

Malaysia

China

Estonia 

European Union 

Singapore 

OVERVIEW OF POLICY GUIDELINES ASSOCIATED WITH AI IN EDUCATION, oecd

OECD classification - policy responses
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improve tools for detection

Develop faculty as facilitators and leaders  - much more than teachers

Focus on critical thinking first, subject detail second 

 work with small numbers of students 

Change assessment systems to fit with the higher order learning needed (not essays, presentation,

coding exercises, design projects)

Accept that this form of education will be expensive

HOw universities can adapt
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reflections

We can’t stop it -  We can’t put the rabbit back in the hat

State is slow to regulate effectively

Can tech firms be trusted to fix a ‘problem’ they created?

In education, there needs to be a partnership of shared

purpose between stakeholders to develop flexible

solutions based on a foundation of integrity and

transparent quality
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Academic freedom

Respect and ethical
attitude

Integrity

Transparency and involvement

V
AL
U
ES

as part of the "genetic code" with zero

tolerance for academic dishonesty

of each employee and student in achieving the

strategic priorities of Narxoz

freedom to choose the methods of teaching and research

for which we are responsible

based on intolerance of any manifestations of

discrimination
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Clause 1.6 "papers, in whole or in part,

performed with the use of artificial

intelligence (Chat GPT and other neural

networks) are annulled."
- REGULATIONS FOR PLAGIARISM detection at

NaRxOZ UNIVERSITY (from March 3,2023)

narxoz university experience

Formal regulations instruments

turnitin chatgpt detector

detect-gpt by stanford university

hand-written exams with proctoring

change of assessment types and policies
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R
empowering people to make

changes happen

digital literacy (coding for all, database
management, forecasting, graphics) 

hard skills (finance, management,
communication, marketing, analytical skills)

soft skills (leadership, adaptability, creativity)

customization (dual programs, blended
education, bba / mba for all)

continued education - "a long journey concept"
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Campus

Total area: 30,000 sq.m.

112 Classrooms: 2,320 seats

30 IT-labs: 768 seats

115 faculty open spaces 

24/7 Library

Renovation is completed in 2022
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